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ABSTRACT: Understanding the salt−water separation mechanisms of reverse osmosis (RO) membranes is critical for the further
development and optimization of RO technology. The solutiondiﬀusion (SD) model is widely used to describe water and salt
transport in RO, but it does not describe the intricate transport
mechanisms of water molecules and ions through the membrane.
In this study, we develop an ion transport model for RO, referred
to as the solution-friction model, by rigorously considering the
mechanisms of partitioning and the interactions among water, salt
ions, and the membrane. Ion transport through the membrane is
described by the extended Nernst−Planck equation, with the
consideration of frictions between the species (i.e., ion, water, and
membrane matrix). Water ﬂow through the membrane is governed
by the hydraulic pressure gradient and the friction between the water and membrane matrix as well as the friction between water and
ions. The model is validated using experimental measurements of salt rejection and permeate water ﬂux in a lab-scale, cross-ﬂow RO
setup. We then investigate the eﬀects of feed salt concentration and hydraulic pressure on salt permeability, demonstrating strong
dependence of salt permeability on feed salt concentration and applied pressure, starkly disparate from the SD model. Lastly, we
develop a framework to analyze the pressure drop distribution across the membrane, demonstrating that cross-membrane transport
dominates the overall pressure drop in RO, in marked contrast to the SD model that assumes no pressure drop across the membrane.
KEYWORDS: reverse osmosis, salt permeability, water permeability, ion transport, solution-friction model, solution-diﬀusion model

■

INTRODUCTION
Reverse osmosis (RO) is a pressure-driven desalination process
that employs a semipermeable membrane for the selective
transport of water over salt. Due to its reliability, high energy
eﬃciency, and excellent salt rejection, RO is the dominant
desalination technology worldwide.1−3 In addition, RO
removes a wide range of contaminants from water, rendering
it an essential technology for the treatment and reuse of
domestic and industrial wastewaters.4−7 The driving force for
species transport through RO membranes is the gradient of the
chemical potential across the membrane in which the applied
hydraulic pressure is an important component. Along such
gradient, water molecules transport through the membrane,
while the transport of salt ions is largely hindered, thereby
achieving water−salt selectivity.8−10
At the core of the RO technology is the thin-ﬁlm composite
(TFC) polyamide membrane, which is made by interfacial
polymerization.1,11,12 Understanding the transport of water and
ions through the TFC membrane is critical for improving and
optimizing the performance of RO desalination. The solutiondiﬀusion (SD) model is the most widely used theory to
describe the separation of water and salt in RO.13−15 The SD
model assumes that water and salt diﬀuse through the
© 2021 The Authors. Published by
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membrane polymer matrix independently, with water−salt
selectivity or salt separation arising from the diﬀerences in the
solubility and diﬀusivity of water and salt through the
membrane.
While the SD model with its simple equations has been used
extensively to describe salt and water transport in RO process
modeling, it does not correctly describe the mechanisms of
water and salt transport across the membrane. For example, a
recent study using small-angle and quasi-elastic neutron
scattering to investigate water transport in desalination
membranes indicates that the transport of water molecules is
not associated with polymer dynamics, which is a key
assumption of the SD model.16 Instead, the water molecules
move freely in continuous water channels that are formed by
the polymer network of the membrane. In another recent
study, it was shown that the driving force for water transport in
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of water and ion transport through the active layer of RO membranes. The active layer of the membrane comprises
a polymer network with continuous, water-ﬁlled subnanometer channels/pathways. Salt ions in the membrane are dispersed in the continuous
water phase. At the two sides of the membrane (i.e., feed and permeate), salt ions partition into the membrane via three mechanisms: steric
exclusion, Donnan eﬀect, and dielectric exclusion. In the feed side of the membrane, the salt concentration increases relative to the feed bulk as a
result of concentration polarization. The three salt exclusion mechanisms and the concentration and potential gradient across the membrane are
depicted on the right panel.

validate the theory. Our theory and experimental observations
demonstrate the dependence of salt permeability on salt
concentration and hydraulic pressure. Lastly, our analysis
provides insights into the hydraulic pressure drop distribution
across the membrane. Our results highlight the shortcomings
of the SD model and its inability to correctly depict the salt
and water transport mechanisms in RO as well as the pressure
distribution across the membrane.

desalination membranes cannot be by diﬀusion due to
concentration gradient of water within the membrane matrix
as implied by the SD model but rather due to hydraulic
pressure gradient within the membrane.17 In addition, several
experimental and theoretical studies suggest advective transport of salt, a transport mechanism that is not considered by
the SD model.9,18 The SD model also considers the
partitioning coeﬃcients of water and salt to be constant,
which is inconsistent with experimental observations.19,20
Lastly, the SD model assumes a uniform distribution of
hydraulic pressure within the membrane and that the chemical
potential gradient is governed only by the concentration
gradient.13,14,21
Over the past decades, signiﬁcant eﬀorts have been made to
develop mechanistic models describing salt exclusion mechanisms and transport of water and salt through RO membranes.
A mean-ﬁeld Donnan-steric pore (DSP) model was developed
to account for partitioning by Donnan equilibrium, steric
exclusion, and dielectric exclusion.22−25 However, the model
was mainly used to describe salt rejection or passage without a
thorough investigation of the eﬀects of operation conditions
and membrane properties on desalination performance.
Furthermore, previous studies on the DSP model described
the hydraulic pressure drop inside the membrane using the
Hagen−Poiseuille equation,22,24 neglecting the inﬂuence of
membrane charge and the resulting electrical potential gradient
on the pressure drop across the membrane. These studies
further failed to elucidate key transport mechanisms and
physicochemical phenomena, such as the resulting distribution
of hydraulic pressure across the membrane. Quantiﬁcation of
the pressure distribution across the membrane is important as
it is directly related to energy consumption, providing insights
and guidance for RO process improvement and membrane
fabrication. Therefore, it is imperative to systematically
investigate the fundamental physicochemical phenomena that
govern the transport of salt and water through RO membranes.
In this study, we elucidate and quantify the complex
separation process and transport of salt and water in RO
membranes. First, we present an ion/salt transport theory,
termed the solution-friction model, that considers the
mechanisms of ion partitioning and ion permeation while
considering the interactions of water and salt ions with the
membrane matrix. RO experiments with varying feed salt
concentrations and hydraulic pressures were carried out to

■

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In our model, we consider the active (selective) layer as the
membrane and neglect the impact of the porous support layer
on water and salt transport. Unlike the SD model that
considers the membrane as a “dense” polymer phase, we view
the membrane as a polymer network with continuous,
subnanometer water channels/pathways (typically of ∼0.5
nm26,27). Water in the membrane polymer matrix is in a liquid
phase because of the strong tendency of water molecules to
adhere to each other, while salt ions are dispersed in water and
transport across the membrane through the continuous water
phase. Water transport in the membrane is induced by the
applied hydraulic pressure.
Ion transport through the membrane active layer is modeled
based on the extended Nernst−Planck equation with
consideration of solute−membrane friction, while water
transport is modeled based on a force balance on water
molecules within the membrane. The extended Nernst−Planck
equation can be derived from the Maxwell−Stefan theory,
which includes the frictions between the various species (i.e.,
ions, water, and membrane matrix).28 Concentration polarization (CP) is accounted for at the pressurized feed side of the
membrane. At both sides of the membrane, partitioning of ions
at the membrane−water interface is established. Inside the
membrane, ion transport is governed by advection, diﬀusion,
and electromigration.
Salt Partitioning Mechanisms. Before transporting
through the membrane, the ﬁnite-size-charged ions must
partition into the membrane. As shown in Figure 1, three
eﬀects are considered at the interface between the membrane
and aqueous solution: steric, Donnan, and dielectric.
Steric partitioning is determined by the ratio between the
ion radius and pore radius (λi). Because ions undergo partial
dehydration when partitioning through the membrane,29,30 the
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structure of RO membranes in molecular simulations. Hence,
we lump ΦstΦB into a partition coeﬃcient Φi resulting in

Stokes radius is used for the ion size. Assuming spherical ions
and cylindrical pores, the partitioning coeﬃcient (Φst) can be
described by31,32
Φst = (1 − λi)2

ci , m = ci , w ΦΦ
i D

(1)

(2)

where zi is the ion charge and ΔφD is the dimensionless
Donnan potential (i.e., Donnan potential divided by the
thermal voltage, 0.0256 V at 25 °C), which is the diﬀerence in
the potential just inside the membrane and that just outside
the membrane. RO membranes are negatively charged;34,37
hence, the Donnan potential is negative (i.e., the potential at
the interface decreases from just outside to just inside the
membrane).
In addition to the steric and Donnan eﬀects, at the interface
between water and the membrane, an ion experiences a
discontinuity in the dielectric constant.38,39 As an ion moves to
a membrane medium that has a lower dielectric constant than
the aqueous phase, the diﬀerence in dielectric constants
presents an energy barrier for ion dehydration and partitioning
into the membrane.40−43 This energy barrier, ΔWi, can be
estimated by the Born model44
ΔWi =

yz
zi2e 2 ijj 1
jj − 1 zzz
εb zz
8πε0ri jj εp
k
{

where ci,f and ci,p are the concentrations of ion i in the bulk feed
solution and in the permeate solution, respectively, vf is the
permeate water ﬂux, and k is the mass transfer coeﬃcient of the
CP boundary ﬁlm. The mass transfer coeﬃcient depends on
the hydrodynamic conditions over the membrane surface. The
approach for estimating the mass transfer coeﬃcient is
summarized in the Supporting Information (Text S1).
Ion Transport through the Membrane. Ion ﬂux across
the membrane is generated by the chemical potential gradient,
which includes contributions from concentration and electrical
potential gradients and the advection of ions by the permeate
ﬂow (Figure 1). Inside the RO membrane, we consider the
interactions among the various species (i.e., ion−water, water−
membrane matrix, and ion−membrane matrix interactions)
and include hindrance factors for ion transport. The ion ﬂux is
governed by diﬀusion, electromigration, and advection and can
be described by the extended Nernst−Planck equation23,25,28

(3)

where e is the elemental charge, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity,
ri is the ion Stokes radius, and εp and εb are the dielectric
constants of the membrane pore and the bulk solution,
respectively. Therefore, the partitioning coeﬃcient for
dielectric exclusion can be expressed as45,46
ji −ΔWi zyz
ΦB = expjjj
z
j kBT zz
k
{

i dc
dφ y
Ji = Kc , icivf − Kd , iεDijjj i + zici zzz
dx {
k dx

(8)

where Ji is the ﬂux of ion i, Kc,i and Kd,i are the advective and
diﬀusional hindrance factors, respectively, ci is the concentration of ion i, vf is the permeate water velocity, ε is the
eﬀective membrane porosity, Di is the bulk ion diﬀusivity, φ is
the dimensionless electrical potential inside the membrane,
and x is the dimensionless coordinate through the membrane.
A key diﬀerence between eq 8 and the classic Nernst−
Planck equation is the inclusion of the hindrance factors, Kc,i
and Kd,i. The hindrance factors are derived from hydrodynamic
theories that correlate the hindrance factors to the ratio of ion
size and pore size.52 We note that the hydrodynamic theories
are valid for a single spherical ion in a perfect cylindrical pore,
which is not appropriate for the polyamide active layer in RO.
A recent study suggests that the two hindrance factors (i.e., Kc,i
and Kd,i) are identical and can be replaced by one frictional
factor or hindrance function, Kf,i49 (details in the Text S2,
Supporting Information). Therefore, the ion ﬂux can be
expressed as

(4)

where kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and absolute
temperature, respectively.
Thus, at the membrane−water interface, the overall
equilibrium between ions just outside the membrane, ci,w,
and ions just inside the membrane, ci,m, can be described by
ci , m = ci , w Φst ΦDΦB

(6)

We note that Φi is dependent on ion size, but because of the
lack of quantitative information on the size of ions inside the
membrane after dehydration during partitioning,30 we are
using it as a ﬁtting parameter.25,49
Note that ci,w in eqs 5 and 6 is the concentration of ion i near
the membrane surface on the feed side, which is diﬀerent from
that in the bulk solution due to concentration polarization
(CP). In our model, we approximate the ion concentration
near the membrane surface following the boundary layer ﬁlm
model50,51
i vf y
ci , w = ci , p + (ci , f − ci , p) expjjj zzz
(7)
kk{

Donnan equilibrium is established at the membrane−water
interface as a result of the membrane charge, allowing ions
bearing the opposite charge (i.e., counterions) to preferentially
partition into the membrane.33−35 This partitioning coeﬃcient,
ΦD, is determined by the Donnan potential at the interface36
ΦD = exp( −ziΔφD)

Article

(5)

Here, ci,w is the concentration of ion i at the membrane surface
on the feed side.
Several continuum modeling approaches assume that the
three partitioning mechanisms are independent of each
other.23,47,48 However, it is likely that some of these
partitioning mechanisms are interrelated. For instance, both
steric and dielectric eﬀects are related to the pore size and the
ion Stokes radius; hence, the partial dehydration of ions during
partitioning into the membrane may be considered in both
mechanisms. To date, however, there are no studies or theories
about the possible interrelationship between these partitioning
mechanisms. Detailed molecular simulations of ion partitioning
may shed light on this problem, but it will be very challenging
because of the diﬃculty to accurately depict the chemical

i dc
dφ y
Ji = K f , icivf − K f , iεDijjj i + zici zzz
dx {
k dx

(9)

For the negatively charged RO membrane, the electrical
potential within the membrane increases in the direction of ion
transport, thus reducing the velocity of the cations while
enhancing the velocity of the anions.53,54 Hence, the ﬂux of
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cations is equal to the ﬂux of anions, such that the net charge
ﬂux, Jch, is zero (i.e., no current through the membrane)
Jch =

∑ ziJi = 0
i

When neglecting the frictions between ions and water, the
membrane charge and the resulting electrical potential gradient
across the membrane (eq 12) can be reduced to a form
equivalent to the equation used to describe water ﬂux in the
SD model (see the Text S3, Supporting Information). We
emphasize that the mechanism of water transport in our model
is viscous ﬂow in continuous water channels, rather than
diﬀusion of water due to concentration gradient of water
within the membrane polymer, as proposed in the SD model.17

(10)

In addition, throughout the charged membrane, charge
neutrality must be satisﬁed

∑ zici + ωX = 0
i

■

(11)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials and Chemicals. A stock solution of 5 M NaCl
was made by dissolving ACS-grade sodium chloride (Fisher
Scientiﬁc, Pittsburgh, PA) in deionized (DI) water obtained
from a Milli-Q ultrapure water puriﬁcation system (Millipore,
Billerica, MA). The stock solution was used to adjust the feed
salt concentration. Commercial polyamide thin-ﬁlm composite
RO membrane (SW30XLE, Dow Chemical Company, Midland, MI) was used in our membrane ﬁltration experiments.
Before being mounted to the RO test cell, the as-received
membrane was wetted by soaking in a solution of 25% v/v
isopropanol in DI water for 30 min. The wetted membrane was
then thoroughly rinsed with DI water three times and
subsequently stored at 4 °C prior to testing.
RO Setup and Experiments. A bench-scale cross-ﬂow RO
system was employed to study the performance of the RO
membrane under various conditions. The setup has a
rectangular plate-and-frame feed ﬂow channel with dimensions
of 7.7 cm in length, 2.6 cm in width, and 0.3 cm in height.
Thus, the projected membrane area studied was 20 cm2. A
stainless steel frit is placed on the permeate side.
All experiments were carried out at a cross-ﬂow velocity of
0.21 m s−1 and a temperature of 25.0 ± 0.5 °C. Aliquots of
NaCl stock solution were then added to the feed tank to reach
the speciﬁed feed salt concentration. Three feed concentrations were tested for salt rejections and permeate water
ﬂuxes (200, 350, and 600 mM) with the operating pressures
varying from 13.8 to 62.1 bar. In these experiments, the
membrane was equilibrated with deionized water for 6 h at the
speciﬁed pressure. After this step, the membrane was
equilibrated with the salt solution for 30 min before collecting
the permeate samples. The feed tank had a total volume of 5 L,
and the permeate was continuously recirculated back to the
tank.
Permeate samples were collected in centrifuge tubes, and the
solution conductivity was measured with a calibrated
conductivity probe (Oakton CON 110, Oakton Instruments,
Vernon Hills, IL). The conductivity was then converted to
concentration using a predetermined calibration curve.
Simultaneously, the permeate water ﬂux was measured with a
digital liquid ﬂowmeter (FlowCal 5000, Tovatech, South
Orange, NJ). Duplicate tests with diﬀerent membrane coupons
were conducted on the same RO setup to minimize data
variance.
Data Analysis. For both experimental and simulated data,
the observed salt rejection, Rj, was calculated using the salt
concentrations in the feed and permeate

where X is the volumetric charge density of the membrane and
ω is the sign of the membrane charge (i.e., −1 for the
negatively charged RO membrane33,34).
Water Flow and Hydraulic Pressure. The ﬂux of water
molecules through the continuous water phase in the
membrane is determined by the mechanical forces that act
on the water molecules. The total pressure, Pt, acting on a
volume element of water is contributed by the hydraulic
pressure and osmotic pressure (i.e., Pt = P − π). The driving
force is balanced by the frictions between the membrane
matrix and water as well as those between the salt ions and
water. Given that the driving force is the gradient of total
pressure, the force balance is expressed as55,56
dP t
= RTf f −m (vm − vf ) + RT ∑ fi−f ci(vi − vf )
dx
i

(12)

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, vm
and vi are the velocities of the membrane (zero because it is
stationary) and ions, respectively, vf is the velocity of ﬂuid
(water), f f−m is the frictional coeﬃcient between the ﬂuid and
membrane, and f i−f is a parameter related to the friction
between the ions and the ﬂuid. According to the Einstein
relationship28,49
fi−f = Kc , i /(Kd , iDi)

(13)

Because Kc,i and Kd,i are equal, f i−f is simply the inverse of Di.
To calculate the pressure drop using eq 12, vi must be
determined beforehand. Given that the ion ﬂux Ji (eqs 8 and 9)
is the product of ci and vi, the latter can be expressed by
dividing Ji with ci
i dln ci
dφ y
vi = K f , ivf − K f , iεDijjjj
+ zi zzzz
dx {
k dx

(14)

For a given water velocity, vf, the total pressure drop, and
hence the hydraulic pressure drop across the membrane, can
be calculated using eqs 12 and 14.
When we neglect the interactions between the ions and
membrane pore matrix (i.e., Kf,i = 1), the hydraulic pressure
gradient across the membrane can be simpliﬁed to28,57
dφ
dP
+ RTf f −m vf = ωXRT
dx
dx

Article

(15)

Equation 15 indicates that in addition to the friction between
the ﬂuid and membrane matrix, f f−m, the electrical potential
gradient can also contribute to the hydraulic pressure drop. We
note, however, that in this paper, we considered the
interactions between ions and the membrane matrix (eq 15
was merely presented to highlight the contribution of the
electrical potential gradient). Hence, we calculated the
hydraulic pressure drop using eqs 12−14 as discussed above.

Rj = 1 −
16668
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Figure 2. Model validation with experimental data. (A) Hydraulic pressure and (B) salt rejection as a function of permeate water ﬂux at various
feed salt concentrations: 200, 350, and 600 mM. The experimental data were collected on a customized cross-ﬂow RO apparatus with a cross-ﬂow
velocity of 0.21 m s−1, a temperature of 25.0 ± 0.5 °C, and a solution pH of 6.0 ± 0.1. Open symbols represent the experimental data, and solid
curves are generated from the developed model. Other parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table S1.

where ci,p and ci,f are deﬁned in eq 7. For the 1:1 NaCl salt
solution, the ion concentration is the same as the salt
concentration in the feed or permeate stream.
For the RO experiments, the salt permeability coeﬃcient,
Bexp (L m−2 h−1), was determined from water ﬂux and salt
rejection by accounting for concentration polarization
ij 1 − R j yz
zz expijj− Jw yzz
Bexp = Jw jjjj
zz
jj
z
j R j zz
k k{
k
{

conducted to validate the developed model. The experimental
data (scattered points) along with the modeling results (solid
curves) are presented in Figure 2. We note that only the
partition coeﬃcient Φi (eq 6) and frictional coeﬃcient f f−m (eq
12) were used as ﬁtting parameters in our model, while the
other parameters used, such as membrane charge density,34,39
were reported elsewhere for the same type of RO membrane.
Details on the parameters used are provided in the Supporting
Information (Table S1).
Regardless of the feed salt concentration, the permeate water
ﬂux is linearly dependent on hydraulic pressure (Figure 2A).
To achieve a larger permeate water ﬂux, a larger hydraulic
pressure is needed to drive the water through the membrane.
In addition, a more concentrated feed salt solution requires a
greater hydraulic pressure to overcome the osmotic pressure
diﬀerence across the membrane. Salt rejection also depends on
the permeate water ﬂux (Figure 2B). A higher salt rejection is
typically observed with a greater permeate water ﬂux as the
latter dilutes the permeate salt concentration.59,60 The
observed relationship between salt rejection and water ﬂux is
dependent on the feed salt concentration. Speciﬁcally, the salt
rejection decreases when the feed salt concentration increases
because of the increased concentration diﬀerence across the
membrane and the partitioning of salt ions into the membrane,
as we discuss later.
The modeling results predict well the relationship between
the permeate water ﬂux and hydraulic pressure, as well as the
relationship between the salt rejection and permeate water ﬂux.
The good agreement between the experiments and the model
predictions highlights the reliability and the predicting power
of the developed model. This observation is particularly
signiﬁcant, given that the modeling curves were generated with
a single set of physicochemical parameters and only two ﬁtting
parameters (Table S1).
Water and Salt Permeabilities. Two phenomenological
parameters, water and salt permeabilities, are commonly used
to quantify membrane performance in RO. These two
parameters are particularly important in the SD model,
where they are assumed to be constant and independent of
each other. Recent experimental studies, however, suggest that
salt permeability may vary with feed salt concentration and

(17)
−2

−1

where Jw is the permeate water ﬂux (L m h ) and k is the
experimentally determined mass transfer coeﬃcient (L m−2
h−1). Speciﬁcally, k was measured from the change of water
ﬂux after adding salt to the feed tank, which initially contained
DI water.58 Details on the measurement of the mass transfer
coeﬃcient are given in the Supporting Information (Text S1).
For the modeling results, the water permeability coeﬃcient,
A (L m−2 h−1 bar−1), was calculated by normalizing the
permeate water ﬂux, Jw, by the intrinsic driving force across the
membrane (i.e., the diﬀerence between the hydraulic pressure
and the osmotic pressure). The latter requires the estimation
of the salt concentration at the membrane surface on the feed
side, which is identical to ci,w in eq 7 for a 1:1 salt. Therefore,
we arrive at the following equation
A=

Jw
P − 2RT (ci , w − ci , p)

(18)

The modeling results were also processed to calculate the salt
permeability coeﬃcient Bth
Bth =

ci , pJw
ci , w − ci , p

(19)

Note that the numerator, ci,pJw, is the salt ﬂux across the
membrane.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model Validation with Experimental Data. A series of
RO ﬁltration experiments investigating the eﬀect of feed salt
concentration and hydraulic pressure on salt rejection were
16669
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Figure 3. Evaluation of phenomenological parameters for varying feed concentrations and hydraulic pressures: (A) water permeability and (B) salt
permeability. Both parameters are calculated from the numerical results generated from the validated model. Speciﬁcally, the water permeability is
calculated, knowing the hydraulic pressure and the permeate water ﬂux, and the salt permeability is calculated using the salt ﬂux and the
concentrations at the two sides of the membrane. Other parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table S1.

hydraulic pressure.18−20 Though our theoretical model does
not explicitly use such phenomenological permeabilities, we
can calculate the water and salt permeabilities following eqs 18
and 19, respectively, based on the model results for salt
rejection and permeate water ﬂux.
Water permeability remains constant at 1.82 L m−2 h−1 bar−1
as the salt concentration and hydraulic pressure vary over a
wide range (Figure 3A). This observation is attributed to the
dominance of the friction between water and the membrane
(f f−m) in determining the hydraulic pressure drop across the
membrane. Such friction is independent of salt concentration
and hydraulic pressure, resulting in stable water permeability
regardless of the operating conditions. According to eq 15, the
electrical potential gradient across the membrane is expected
to inﬂuence the hydraulic pressure drop. However, the
magnitude of the electrical potential gradient is relatively
small because the diﬀerence between the eﬀective diﬀusion
coeﬃcients (i.e., Kf,iεDi in eq 9) of the cations and anions is
negligible (i.e., both move at almost similar rates through the
membrane, thus forming a small electric potential gradient).
Salt permeability changes signiﬁcantly with feed salt
concentration (Figure 3B). Speciﬁcally, increasing the feed
salt concentration elevates the salt concentration near the
membrane surface, thereby decreasing the magnitude of the
Donnan potential at the interface between the feed solution
and membrane. As a result, the partitioning of co-ions (i.e.,
Cl−) increases signiﬁcantly at the interface between the
membrane and feed solution because of the exponential
relationship between the partitioning coeﬃcient and Donnan
potential (eq 2). The increased concentration gradient of coions enhances the salt ﬂux as the latter is governed by the coion ﬂux. In addition, the increase of salt ﬂux (i.e., numerator of
eq 19) outpaces the increase of salt concentration diﬀerence
across the membrane (i.e., the denominator of eq 19).
Consequently, the salt permeability increases with feed salt
concentration.
The applied hydraulic pressure inﬂuences the salt permeability as well. Speciﬁcally, for a given feed salt concentration,
increasing the hydraulic pressure results in a higher water ﬂux,
thereby increasing the salt concentration near the membrane
(eq 7) and the advective salt ﬂux across the membrane (eqs 8
and 9). Consequently, the permeate salt concentration

increases. The increase in permeate salt concentration and
water ﬂux (i.e., the numerator in eq 19) outpaces the increase
in salt concentration diﬀerence across the membrane (i.e.,
denominator of eq 19), resulting in an increased salt
permeability with an increasing hydraulic pressure. The
inﬂuence of hydraulic pressure on salt permeability is more
evident at higher feed concentrations, resulting from the
increased partitioning of ions into the membrane and thereby
enhanced salt ﬂux (via both advection and diﬀusion).
The SD model assumes that the salt permeability coeﬃcient
is independent of feed salt concentration and applied pressure.
Our modeling results, however, show that salt permeability
increases signiﬁcantly with increasing feed salt concentration
and to a lesser extent with increasing hydraulic pressure. This
observation is consistent with recent experimental observations
of higher salt permeability coeﬃcients at higher feed salt
concentrations and applied pressures.18−20 Our results clearly
show that the inclusion of the detailed mechanisms for salt
transport in RO modeling is critical to reconcile the
inadequacy of the SD model to describe experimental
observations of salt transport.
Experimental Veriﬁcation of Variation of Salt Permeability with Operating Conditions. To further demonstrate
the dependence of salt permeability on operating conditions,
we determined the salt permeability based on the experimental
data presented in Figure 2. Salt permeability is highly
dependent on the feed salt concentration (Figure 4A).
Speciﬁcally, an increase in feed salt concentration enhances
salt partitioning into the membrane and thus the salt ﬂux,
resulting in increased salt permeability. The inﬂuence of feed
salt concentration on salt permeability has been discussed in
detail in the previous section when we described the model
predictions (Figure 3B). Salt permeability also depends on the
permeate water ﬂux but to a lesser extent. For instance, when
the feed salt concentration is 350 mM, salt permeability slightly
increases from 0.225 to 0.246 L m−2 h−1 (9.35% increase) as
the permeate water ﬂux increases from 12.9 to 32.1 L m−2 h−1.
Our results suggest that diﬀusive transport contributes
signiﬁcantly more than advective transport to the salt ﬂux
through the membrane.
The developed model predicts a strong dependence of salt
permeability on feed salt concentration (Figure 4A, solid
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Figure 4. Dependence of salt permeability on (A) permeate water ﬂux and (B) salt concentration at the membrane surface as calculated from eq 7.
RO experiments were conducted with a customized cross-ﬂow apparatus at various feed salt concentrations and permeate water ﬂuxes (the latter
was controlled by varying the applied hydraulic pressure). All experiments were carried out at a cross-ﬂow velocity of 0.21 m s−1, a solution pH of
6.0 ± 0.1, and a temperature of 25.0 ± 0.5 °C. The solid lines are predictions based on the solution-friction model (model parameters are
summarized in Table S1).

where Pfaq and πfaq are the hydraulic pressure and osmotic
pressure in the feed solution just outside the membrane, Pfm
and πfm are the hydraulic pressure and osmotic pressure just
inside the membrane at the interface between the feed solution
and membrane, Ppaq and πpaq are the hydraulic pressure and
osmotic pressure in the permeate solution, and Ppm and πpm are
the hydraulic pressure and osmotic pressure just inside the
membrane at the interface between the permeate solution and
membrane, respectively. Note that Pfaq is the hydraulic pressure
applied to the feed solution to drive the transport of water in
RO.
Inspection of eq 20a reveals that the assumption of constant
hydraulic pressure within the membrane in the SD model is
self-contradictory. Speciﬁcally, the SD model assumes Pfaq is
equal to Pfm, implying that salt concentration in the feed
solution at the membrane interface should be equal to that
within the membrane (i.e., πfaq = πfm as obtained from eq 20a).
This relationship suggests that the RO membrane does not
exclude salt ions, in conﬂict with the salt partitioning
mechanism of the SD model.
Before applying the hydraulic pressure at the saline feed
solution (i.e., Pfaq = 0), Pfm is negative due to the partitioning of
salt at the interface (i.e., πfm < πfaq in eq 20a). On the permeate
side, if pure water is present, then both πpaq and πpm are zero. In
addition, because the permeate solution is not pressurized, Ppaq
and Ppm are zero as well. Therefore, inside the membrane, Ppm is
larger than Pfm, driving the water ﬂow from the permeate side
to the feed side (Figure S1), similar to observations in forward
osmosis. This analysis suggests that the driving force in
osmosis is a hydraulic pressure gradient and that the
membrane in osmosis is under negative hydraulic pressure,
as shown in a recent study.17
Upon applying hydraulic pressure to the feed solution (Pfaq >
0), Pfm increases accordingly (Figure 5A). Importantly, the
hydraulic pressure experiences jumps at the two interfaces
between the membrane and aqueous solution, resulting from
salt exclusion/partitioning (i.e., πaq ≠ πm in eqs 20a and 20b).
The two jumps correspond to the hydraulic pressure drops as
water molecules enter (Pentry) and exit the membrane (Pexit),
respectively. Furthermore, the hydraulic pressure decreases as
the water molecules move through the membrane pores from

lines). In addition, the model captures the relatively weaker
inﬂuence of permeate water ﬂux on salt permeability. As shown
in Figure 4A, the model slightly overestimates the eﬀect of
permeate water ﬂux at the high feed salt concentration (i.e.,
600 mM). We suggest that salt rejection may be slightly
enhanced due to membrane compaction at the high pressure
(up to 62 bar) used for the experiments at a 600 mM feed salt
concentration and high water ﬂuxes.
Salt concentration at the membrane surface is elevated by
the permeate water ﬂux due to concentration polarization.
Here, we examine the inﬂuence of salt concentration at the
membrane surface on the salt permeability. As shown in Figure
4B, the salt permeability has a linear relationship with the salt
concentration at the membrane surface, regardless of the feed
salt concentration. Notably, the model predictions for the
dependence of salt permeability on salt concentration at the
membrane surface converge to a single line, which well
matches the trend of the experimental data. Our experimental
and modeling results highlight the strong dependence of salt
permeability on operating conditions and the inadequacy of
the SD model, which assumes a constant salt permeability.
Pressure Distribution across the Membrane. The
pressure across the membrane in the SD model is assumed
to be constant, extending from the feed solution to the
interface between the membrane and permeate solution. In this
section, we will re-examine this assumption based on the
solution-friction theory for salt and water transport presented
in the paper.
As we described in the Model Development section, the
driving force for water ﬂux through the membrane is the
gradient of total pressure, Pt. The latter can be alternatively
expressed in terms of the chemical potential (details in the
Supporting Information, Text S4). Pt is continuous from the
feed solution, across the membrane, and to the permeate
solution. Therefore, Pt just inside the membrane and Pt in
solution just outside the membrane at the membrane−solution
interfaces are equal, resulting in the following expressions
Paqf − πaqf = Pmf − πmf

(20a)

Paqp − πaqp = Pmp − πmp

(20b)
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Figure 5. (A) Schematic diagram depicting the total pressure, ion concentration, and hydraulic pressure distribution across the membrane. (B)
Modeled breakdown of the three pressure drops as a function of permeate water ﬂux. For the modeling results in (B), the feed concentration is set
as 300 mM while varying the permeate water ﬂux. The color-coded regions represent the pressure drops: Pentry (red), Ppore (green), and Pexit
(yellow). Other parameters used in the model are summarized in Table S1.

Hence, the salt concentration diﬀerence across the interface
between the permeate solution and the membrane, and Pexit,
remain unchanged (eq 22b). On the other hand, the pressure
drop across the membrane, Ppore, strongly depends on the
permeate water ﬂux, primarily due to the friction between the
water molecules and the membrane matrix (eq 12). Because
the friction between the water molecules and the membrane is
proportional to the permeate water ﬂux, Ppore increases linearly
with permeate water ﬂux.
Transmembrane Transport Dominates Overall Hydraulic Pressure Drop. To identify the dominant step for
hydraulic pressure dissipation, we further calculate the percent
contribution of each pressure drop to the overall applied
hydraulic pressure diﬀerence across the membrane. In Figure
6A, we analyze the percent pressure drop contribution as a
function of permeate water ﬂux. As discussed in the previous
paragraph, Pentry is insensitive to permeate water ﬂux (Figure
5B). However, because a greater hydraulic pressure is required
to achieve a larger water ﬂux, the percent contribution of Pentry
decreases. Similarly, the contribution of Pexit to the total
hydraulic pressure decreases as well when the permeate water
ﬂux increases. In contrast, the percent contribution of Ppore
increases steadily, dominating the hydraulic pressure losses,
especially when achieving a relatively large permeate water ﬂux.
For example, when a permeate water ﬂux of 36 L m−2 h−1 is
achieved, 66.1% of the hydraulic pressure is expended to
transport the water through the membrane pores (i.e., Ppore),
while Pentry contributes a much smaller portion of the total
hydraulic pressure (i.e., 22.9%).
In addition, we analyze the percent contribution of each
pressure drop to the overall applied hydraulic pressure as a
function of feed salt concentrations in Figure 6B. As discussed
earlier, increasing the feed salt concentration elevates the ion
concentration inside the membrane and therefore πfm. Notably,
for a given permeate water ﬂux, the salt concentration near the
membrane surface has an exponential relationship with the
feed salt concentration (eq 7). Therefore, the increase of πfaq
outpaces the increase of πfm, resulting in an increased Pentry (eq
22a) as well as its percent contribution to the total hydraulic
pressure. On the permeate side, the salt concentration is

the feed side to the permeate side (Ppore). These three pressure
drops are equal to the hydraulic pressure applied to the feed
solution in RO (Figure 5A). The three pressure drops are
hydraulic pressure diﬀerences expressed as
Pentry = Paqf − Pmf

(21a)

Ppore = Pmf − Pmp

(21b)

Pexit = Pmp − Paqp

(21c)

Quantiﬁcation of these pressure drops is critical to evaluating
the energy dissipations along the pathway of water transport in
RO. According to eq 21a, we must calculate the hydraulic
pressures at the two interfaces just inside the membrane before
quantifying the pressure drops. Combining eqs 20a and 21a,
we obtain that Pentry and Pexit are related to the osmotic
pressures in the solution and just inside the membrane at the
corresponding interfaces
Pentry = πaqf − πmf

(22a)

πmp

(22b)

Pexit =

−

πaqp

Such osmotic pressures are related to the corresponding salt
concentrations within the membrane, which can be obtained
from the model results. Further, Ppore, the hydraulic pressure
diﬀerence across the membrane, can be calculated by eq 12.
Therefore, all the pressure drops can be quantiﬁed with our ion
transport model.
A typical distribution of hydraulic pressure as a function of
permeate water ﬂux is shown in Figure 5B. Increasing permeate
water ﬂux increases the salt concentration near the membrane
surface due to concentration polarization, subsequently
increasing πfaq. The increase in salt concentration also increases
the salt partitioning in the membrane, which increases πfm.
Because πfaq and πfm increase at a similar pace with increasing
permeate water ﬂux, Pentry does not change with permeate
water ﬂux (eq 22a). On the permeate side, the aqueous salt
concentration remains very low and is insensitive to the
permeate ﬂux because of the high salt rejection (Figure 2B).
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Figure 6. Pressure breakdown percentage as a function of (A) permeate water ﬂux and (B) feed salt concentration. The percentages of the three
pressure drops are modeled for the following conditions: in (A), a feed concentration of 300 mM while varying permeate water ﬂux (via the applied
hydraulic pressure); in (B), a permeate water ﬂux of 25.2 L m−2 h−1 while varying feed salt concentration and the corresponding hydraulic pressure
(to maintain a ﬁxed water ﬂux). Other parameters used in the model are summarized in Table S1. In both panels, the total hydraulic pressures are
calculated accordingly and shown as the horizontal axes above.

minimal (i.e., very small πpaq), leading to a small πpm and thus a
relatively small Pexit (eq 22b). However, a greater hydraulic
pressure is needed to achieve a given permeate water ﬂux when
the feed salt concentration is higher, diminishing the percent
contribution of Pexit. Inside the membrane pores, Ppore remains
the same, as it primarily depends on the friction between the
permeate water ﬂux (constant in Figure 6B) and membrane
matrix. Therefore, the percent contribution of Ppore decreases
as the total hydraulic pressure increases with increasing feed
salt concentration. Nevertheless, Ppore dominates the overall
hydraulic pressure drop for a wide range of feed salt
concentrations.

permeability coeﬃcient, which is currently determined by an
RO experiment under pressure, is not an intrinsic property of
the membrane as currently assumed, but rather a parameter
that is also inﬂuenced by operation conditions (feed salt
concentration and applied pressure). It is therefore necessary
to standardize the conditions for reporting salt permeability
coeﬃcients.
Current modeling approaches treat the RO membrane as a
“dense” polymer phase or a “black box”, which limits our
understanding of water and salt transport mechanisms in RO
and hinders further progress in membrane development. Our
proposed solution-friction model presents a mechanistic
approach to describe water and salt ﬂux in RO membranes,
analogous to the progress made in the mechanistic description
of ion transport in ion-exchange membranes in electrodialysis.
Because of the complex chemical structure of RO membranes,
several of the parameters used in the solution-friction model
were determined from ﬁtting to experimental data. With the
advent of molecular simulations and machine learning, we
expect that several such parameters can be obtained
theoretically once we can more accurately depict the chemical
and physical structures of RO membranes.

■

IMPLICATIONS
We presented a coupled salt and water transport theory for
ROthe solution-friction modelby considering the various
mechanisms of salt partitioning and the interactions among
ions, water, and the membrane pore matrix. Our model,
supported by experimental observations, predicts strong
dependence of salt permeability on feed salt concentration
and to a lesser extent on hydraulic pressure (or water ﬂux).
This behavior is in marked contrast to the commonly used SD
model, which assumes constant salt permeability, independent
of feed salt concentration and hydraulic pressure.
Unlike the SD model that assumes diﬀusive water transport
induced by the concentration gradient of water within the
membrane polymer matrix, our model considers water ﬂow in
interconnected, water-ﬁlled subnanometer channels/pores
induced by the hydraulic pressure gradient. Within the
framework of our model, we determined the distribution of
hydraulic pressure across the membrane, revealing a linear
pressure drop within the membrane. Notably, the obtained
hydraulic pressure proﬁle within the membrane is in stark
contradiction to the SD model, which assumes a nonphysical,
constant hydraulic pressure across the membrane.
The theoretical and experimental veriﬁcation of the
dependence of salt permeability on operating conditions
(feed salt concentration and permeate water ﬂux) has
important implications for the characterization of RO
membranes and for the use of the SD model for process
modeling. One important implication is that the salt
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